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powerless definition meaning merriam
webster May 28 2024

the meaning of powerless is devoid of strength or resources how
to use powerless in a sentence

that powerlessness you feel is called moral
distress Apr 27 2024

powerlessness is at the heart of moral distress it is the feeling
that we have had to or must seriously compromise ourselves or
something we hold dear due to external forces seemingly
beyond our

powerless definition meaning dictionary
com Mar 26 2024

powerless definition unable to produce an effect see examples of
powerless used in a sentence

powerless english meaning cambridge
dictionary Feb 25 2024

adjective uk ˈpaʊə ləs us ˈpaʊ ɚ ləs add to word list having no



power the villagers are powerless against the armed invaders
the police seem to be powerless unable to prevent these attacks
synonym impotent lacking power opposites potent powerful
smart vocabulary related words and phrases weakness and
vulnerability

powerless definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Jan 24 2024

a person who doesn t have the power they need to accomplish
something can be described as powerless a flustered substitute
teacher is powerless to silence a chattering classroom and citizens
who don t vote are powerless to change their elected
representatives in congress

the power in powerlessness or what to do
when things feel Dec 23 2023

often we re powerless to do something by ourselves but we find
a new power by enlisting others alcoholics anonymous was
founded on this principle the 12 steps require members to ask
for help from both god and fellow alcoholics and has proven it s
a sound one



powerless adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Nov 22 2023

powerless to do something completely unable to do something i
saw what was happening but i was powerless to help the
embassy seemed powerless to intervene

powerless synonyms 55 similar and
opposite words merriam Oct 21 2023

synonyms for powerless helpless paralyzed weak incompetent
impotent incapable high and dry passive antonyms of powerless
powerful able mighty strong capable effective competent potent

powerless definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Sep 20 2023

someone who is powerless is unable to control or influence
events if you don t have money you re powerless political and
economic systems that keep women poor and powerless

examples of powerless in a sentence



merriam webster Aug 19 2023

powerless in a sentence i wish i could help you but i am
powerless in this situation

powerless definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Jul 18 2023

without the power to do something or to prevent something
from happening to infinitive the government seems powerless
to do anything about the rising price of oil definition of
powerless from the cambridge academic content dictionary
cambridge university press

power and powerlessness iresearchnet Jun
17 2023

powerlessness can be a learned feeling or response that occurs
when individuals are kept in powerless positions repeatedly and
over long periods of time by others who are in positions of
power these powerful others are able to exercise their power
via money social position or physical strength



powerless the powerless trilogy 1 by
lauren roberts May 16 2023

powerless follows paedyn a cunning and sassy street thief from
the slums trying to make ends meet with her best friend this is
set in a world that went through a great plague the majority of
people who survived the elites were graciously gifted powers
to them by the plague and those who didn t the ordinaries were
banished or killed

robb willer the powerlessness paradox
stanford graduate Apr 15 2023

robb willer the powerlessness paradox researchers find that
feeling powerless can lead people to support systems that
disadvantage them understanding the psychology of
powerlessness can help leaders of social movements rally the
troops reuters vincent west

examples of powerless in a sentence
yourdictionary com Mar 14 2023

learn how to use powerless in a sentence with 130 example
sentences on yourdictionary



feeling powerless here s how to take
action psych central Feb 13 2023

just getting started can help you stop feeling powerless in life
figuring out actionable steps to change your situation may help

how to restore your sense of control when
you feel powerless Jan 12 2023

covid 19 has changed our lives in countless uncompromising
ways yet we hate feeling powerless so how do we take back
control

powerless in a sentence words in a
sentence Dec 11 2022

definition of powerless without power weak unable to do
something examples of powerless in a sentence people are
feeling powerless to all of the telephone scams occurring having
no recourse except to avoid answering the phone

powerless tv series wikipedia Nov 10 2022

powerless is an american sitcom television series developed by
ben queen that aired on nbc from february 2 to april 20 2017 the



series was a sitcom set within the world of the dc universe the
pilot which was green lit in august 2015 was ordered to series
on may 11 2016

powerless emp survival in a powerless
world amazon com Oct 09 2022

millions of citizens have been thrust into the unknown breeding
fear into the minds and souls of those seeking to survive after an
emp devastates the us power grid two scientists are forced to
protect their families while struggling to understand the event
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